Pecan Tree: Rob Pinto “AKA” Mr. Power by Kade G.
One day a new baby was born, and his name was Rob Pinto. As a kid, he would climb his
favorite pecan tree and sit on its day dreaming about growing up and moving away to the big
city. But for now, he was stuck having to live in a small town called Pecan, Texas. Rob’s dad had
the biggest farm because he was the mayor and had the biggest piece of land. Mr. Pinto told his
son that he wanted him to be a pecan farmer just like him. When Rob got in high school a big
tragedy happened. An asteroid hit his special pecan tree. His dad was going to chop down the
dying tree, but before he had a chance to do it, Rob climbed it just one more time. When he
reached his favorite spot, he saw one last pecan and he ate it for old time sake. Rob would
struggled with his grades before because it was hard to concentrate, but one day he was
studying, and he closed his eyes and said, “I am great. I am going to pass this test.” When her
opened his eyes, everything around him was floating. Rob would find out he had powers. Rob
was shocked and excited at the same time. As soon as he stood up, everything dropped in its
place. This was just the beginning. Rob didn’t play sports or have many friends, but that soon
changed when it was discovered he had super speed and won the school’s track meet. Rob
found out he had super strength and was stronger than any football player. Rob could even fly.
He found this out after falling from a tall pecan tree. Rob knows eating that pecan from his tree
that was hit by the asteroid gave him these powers and that is how Mr. Power was created to
do good.

